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Device and Media Controls

HIPAA’s Security Rule requires that your organization protect EPHI when devices and media are disposed, reused, or moved.  Although your Security Officer 

or management will institute most of these measures, it is your responsibility to adhere to policies and procedures that have been put in place.

Device Disposal 

Whenever there is a computer, portable or removable device, flash drive, etc. that is going to be disposed, you must ensure that any EPHI stored on the item is 

securely removed prior to disposal.  Find out from your supervisor or Security Officer the process for devices in your facility.  Most electronics cannot be disposed 

in regular trash, due to harmful metals and chemicals contained within.  Even if you intend to recycle the device, EPHI must be securely removed first.

Reuse

If your practice is going to re-use a device internally, donate it, sell it, or return a device that was leased, similar protections are required.  You must ensure 

that EPHI stored on the device is securely removed prior to any re-use/repurposing/return.  There are software programs that are capable of securely re-

moving data.  This process might be handled internally, or by an IT vendor. Your supervisor or Security Officer will be familiar with the protocol used in your 

facility for processing devices that are to be re-used in any way.

Accountability/Inventory

This standard applies to devices that will be moved from one location/department to another. It is important to keep an up-to-date inventory of any hard-

ware, software and related devices and media containing EPHI. The inventory should document when the devices and media are moved, by whom, and to 

where. If you do not relocate devices between locations or large departments, this standard will not apply.  If this standard does apply, ensure that you notify 

the proper person prior to relocating devices, so that the inventory can be updated.

Data Backup and Storage

This specification addresses backing up EPHI prior to movement to another location/department. It is important to ensure that data is backed up prior to 

moving equipment, because it is possible for equipment to be damaged during movement, leading to data loss or corruption. This specification is only applica-

ble if the practice is moving devices that store EPHI.  Devices that store EPHI should also be backed up prior to being sent for maintenance.  If you are going 

to move or send a device, check with your supervisor or Security Officer to ensure that a backup is completed first.
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